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In cord and reverse knitting the Heel Spring should be no stronger than
necessary to give power to control and take up the slack yarn caused by the
needle in the machine. Regulate the take-up or Heel Spring (see page 28.) Or
strength of the Heel Spring.

KNITTING SQUARE CORD: Place two needles in Needie cylinder M C
or front. Place a second needle in along-side of the first needle. Place stitches
on both needles from any web or place a stitch on second needle from braid cord.
Hold down gently on the square cord and knit circular web or cord on the two
needles. See that the Heel Spring and Tensions are all O. K. Knit square cord
required; examine work.

KNITTING ROUND CORD: Place three needles in cylinder at C or front,
or place a third needle in alongside of the first two. Place stitches on the needles
from any web, or place a stitch on third needle from square cord. Hold down
gently on the round cord, and knit circular web or cord with the three needles.
Change the tension or length of stitch, first to close work and then to loose work.

Round cord knit with four needles will be larger and rounder, provided the
work is fairly well held down.

KNITTING FRINGE: Place two needles in cylinder at A or oack of
machine, opposite the four ,needles used for round cordr or place four needles
in cylinder at C or front, if they are not already in the machine. See that stitches
are placed on all needles or lift stitches on the two back needles from cord. Hold
down the double web with weight hook. Knit circular double web on the six
needles. Remove fringe by breaking yarn and turning crank. Ravel out the
stitches of the two needles. Cut the lower end of fringe if desired. Twist each
two strands together if preferred.

SHORT DOUBLE FRINGE is knit by using 4, 6 or 8 needles on each side
of the machine at C or front and at A or ,back. Stitches are placed on these
needles from any web, or work may be started with set-up. For setting up, see
page 13. Hold work well down. Knit the length of fringe desired. Cut fringe,in two pieces.

KNITTING FLAT WEB: Place in cylinder 10 or 12 needles at C or front.
Place stitches on them from any web; or set up with set-up as described and
shown on page 12. Thread machine as shown and described, page 11. Regulate
take-up ,and place yarn in Heel Spring. Place weight hook with one or more
weights on work. Hold down work with left hand if necessary. Knit forward
and backward a few times. Regulate tension or length of stitch if required. See
that take-up or Heel Spring controls or takes up all slack yarn caused by re-
versing. Practice flat web until well and fully understood.

Flat web work is very easy and is good practice preparatory ,to knitting heel
and toe, and lays the foundation for all kinds of flat web knitting as required in
very small children's stockings, drawers, uNderwear, etc. ,

NARROWING: Stop Clasp Ring hJlder at B or left. Place Clasp Ring
over it. Lift third needle to right of left side of web out of cylinder, with stitch
on, and place its stitch on the next needle to the right. Lift out of cylinder the'
two needles on the left. Place ,them in the next two grooves to the right. Knit
four or five rows backward and forward, Repeat the narrowing on the left side
of web, with cylinder band remaining over band holder.

WIDENING: Lift out of cylinder two needles on left of web.. Place them
into the two next grooves on the left. Place one needle into the empty cylinder
groove. Lift a stitch from the first needle on the right. Lift the last stitch cast
off by this needle. Place it on the needle placed in empty groove. Knit 5 ,or 6
rounds and repeat the widening on one or both sides of web as may be desired.

Narrowing or widening can be done on one or both sides of the web when
required. and also done on as many stitches from the edge of the web as desired
according to the nat,ure of the work.

HEEL AND TOE FLAT WEB.

Used in Knitting New Heels and Toes in Old Work, etc.
. ROUND HEEL AND TOE: Have, or place ne,dles in front half of

cylInder. Turn crank, s'top Yarn Carrier at B or left side. Have, or place stitches
on needles from. any web, or. set up with set-up as described and shown, page 12,
Plac.e on the weIght hoo~ wIth one or more weights. Thread machine; regulate
tens!on, take-up, etc. .KnIt as many rows flat web as may be desired. Stop yarn
carrIer, last row at right or at D. Count the needles used in knitting flat web.

Raise out of action one-quarter of needles on right, leaving one~half down in
centre.

FIRST PART OF HEEL: Raise out of action one needle on left or at B.
Knit one row to right and stop carrier at A. Raise out of action one needle
on rigi;It or at D. Knit one row to left, and stop carrier at back or A. Continue
raising one needle each row knit, until all needles are raised except 8, 10, 12, etc.,
according to the size of heel required. The number of needles varies according
to cylinder used. Knit last row in direction of C. B. A. See Chart.

SECOND PART OF HEEL: Place the heel hook on the Heel side of web
(see chart.) Put down one needle at left or at B. That is, on the same side as
the yarn. Place the yarn over on the back of the needle put down. Knit one
row to right and stop carrier at back or -A. Put down one needle at right or
at D. Place the yarn over on the back of the needle put down. Knit one row to
left and stop Carrier at back or at A. Continue putting down one needle each
row knit, until all the needles raised in making first part of heel are put down,
except the first needle, raised on each side when first starting heel. At this point
the heel is finished. Now knit last part of row from left to right. Stop yarn
carrier at the front or at C. Put down all needles remaining up. Knit foot, then
toe. the same as heel. Knit one row or round before running off the work. This
round is afterward ravelled for seaming toe. Oatch work and weights in left
hand. Raise the work up slightly to prevent sHtches from ravelling out while
running off work. Break yarn and knit backward and forward, until all stitches
are run off needles. Place weight hook, work and weights on table.

, HEEL AND TOE are made practically the same, and for practice are more
easily made with only half the needles in the machine. In second part of heel
or toe the needles may be put down on the opposite side ,to the yarn, without
placing the yarn over on the back of needles put down, which makes the usual
Commercial Heel made in factories and is the most rapidly done and illustrates
the manner of Heel Knitting on both circular and flat web work.

, CHILD'S PLAIN STOCKING.
KNIT FLAT WEB (See also page 23): Remove all needles' from Needle

cylinder on back and from front half, except those required, say 30, 40 or 50,
according to the size of stocking. Put yarn in Heel spring. Commence with
set up in the usual manner. (See page 12,) Make hem top or ordinary ~et-up
top as desired. Knit 50 or 60 rounds flat web, according to size. Narrow ankle
on each side of flat web. See page 23. Knit 20 or 30 rows after narrowing are
complete. Stop yarn carrier at the left or at B. Raise out of action on the side
opposite yarn, three quarters of whole number of needles left after narrowing.
Put down two or three needles to make heel larger, especially if same yarn is
used in knitting heel. Knit one row to right; stop carrier at A; hold down heel
by hand or with heel hooks.

MAKING HEEL, FIRST HALF: Raise out of action on right side of
needles down, one needle in the same manner as in ordinary heel. Knit one
row to left and one back to right. Raise one more needle out of action on same
side. Knit one row to left and one back to right. Continue raising one needle
each two rows knit. until all needles down on left are raised, except four, five or
six, according to size of heel required. Stop yarn carrier last row knit at left
or at B. Put down the first needle on rig-ht of needles down. Knit forward and
backward, and put down one more needle on same side aJSfirst, and knit forward
and backward until all needles are put down which have double stitches, except
the last one on rig-ht, with double stitch. Stop yarn carrier last round knit on
left or at B. Put down all needles and knit one row to right. Stop the yarn
carrier at the back or at A.

MAKING HEEL, SECOND HALF: Raise out of action three-quarters of
all ,the needles on the 'left side of the flat web, less three on right. Knit to left;
raise ~JI1emore needle on left. Knit one row to rig-ht and one back to left, raise
one more needle out of action same side, ,and knit two rows backward and for-
ward, and continue raising one needle each two rows knit until all needles down
on z:ight are raised, except four, five or six, according to the size of the heel
reqUIred. Stop yarn carrier last row knit at right or at D. Put down the first
needle on lef,t of needles down. Knit two rows, backward and forward, and put
down one more needle on same side as first. and knit two more rows backward
and forward until all needLesare put down which have double stitches, except the
last one on left with double stitches. StOoPyarn carrier last row knit on right or
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at D. Put down all needles;
yarn; hold work and weights
until all stitches are run off
together.

FLA l' WEB TOE: Raise out of action one quarter of the needles on each
side of the fiat web, and knit the toe on the centre or middle half, exactly the
same as the toe of a circular stocking, only narrow down the needles in the
first part of the toe to correspond to the size of stocking and number of stitches
used. .

ALL SIZES OF STOCKINGS. Children's and Misses' Hose can be made
flat web <IJtthe rate of one-half to one dozen a day by a good operator, which
renders fiat web knitting thoroughly practical for family use, and especially so,
as the fiat web hose h3is the advantagl; of .being full fashioned or narrowed in
the ankle-the same as the best English and French hose, usually purchased in
the stores, which are made exactly as children's fiat web stockings herein described,
with Selvedge seam up the back of leg.

LARGE FLAT WEB can be knit with all the needles in the cylinder by
raising with a cord 12 to 15 needles on each side of the web to allow the cams
to pass under the needles raised, then the needles are put down again before
knitting the next row.

knit toe, foot, etc., in' usual manner. Break off
from falling; turn crank backward, and forward
the needles. Place work and weights on table

MAN'S UNDERSHIRT. .

KNIT ON PLAIN MACHINE: Knit fia.t web with medium yam. Knit
with medium tension or loose stitch, and with all needles in the cylinder, pro-
vided you wish to knit a large size (see pagfl23), for knitting large fiat web. Knit
two fiat web strips, each about 72 inches lofrg,
and full width of machine, knit the two webs
straight on the sides. Fold them evenly in
the centre of web. The one web will form
left half of shirt, and the other web, the
right half. Sew webs together with flat web
stitch (see Fig. 16), for seaming fiat web.
Sew the outside seams within ten inches from
the top, leaving ten inches for sleeve. Sew
the back seam to the top of shirt. Sew the
front seam within thirteen inches of top. Cut
the neck in a half circle on front web. Sew
the half circular piece to the back with a her-
ring bone stitch, to cover seam. Bind off the
front in the usual manner; make buttonholes;
sew on buttons, etc. Finish the bottom by
hem or crochet stitch.

KNITTING SLEEVES: The sleeves are
knit the same as a stocking leg with ordinary
rib-top (or with 1 and 1 rib top with ribber)
about four inches long. The top part of sleeve
is knit full size fiat web for five inches and
a sqt:are piece five inches square,. or knit on .'
about 30 needles and placed into the fiat web opening, that is, one corner is placed
into the sleeve and the other corner runs down the side seam of the shirt.

MEN'S AND BOYS' RIBBED UNDERSHIRTS are quickly and easily made
on machine with ribber by knitting with loose web with aU the needles in the
cylinder and all the dial, making web double the leng:th of the body of shirt. . Then
cut it open from end to end along a rib seam. Fold it in the middle and it will
represent the body of a shirt. The web should now be cut in a half circular or
elliptical form for the neck and straight down for the bosom opening. The half
circular piece formed by cutting neck may be fastened to the back of shirt with
the herring bone stitch, or bound down with a piece of tape, and the sides of
shirt to arm pits in the same manner. The bottom may be hemmed around or
finished with the crochet stitch. The bosom should be finished with a band of
knit work made flat web, or with any sui,table cloth band made with button-
holes, etc.
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FANCY STITCHES

"

These fancy stitches make very attractive patterns, but in most cases the
effect cannot be adequately realized in woodcut., and we therefore recommend
our customers to try a length of each in order to see the actual effect produced,
this depending on the ingenuity of the operator. They are well worth the trouble
of working out, and they lend themselves to a variety of purposes, e. g., scarfs,
table mats, anti.macassars, children's bonnets and caps, trimmings, etc. They can
be knitted either "fiat web" or all round the machine, and most of the patterns
can be varied by altering the number of needles and the number of rows knitted
between e,ach alteration. Commence with ordinary selvedge in each case, knit a
few rows plain and have tension LOOSE. When knitting backwards and for-.
wards always thread wool over heel-spring.

HERRING BONE PATTERN: Have
needles in every groove, knit once across
or round. put the stitch from each alter-
nate needle onto the next needle to the
right, knit one row, forming loops
across the empty needles, change the
loops one needle to 'the right; knit one
row, change loops again, and repeat, say

" twelve times; then change the loops to
the left for the same number of times;
afterwards again to the right until suf-
ficient length knitted.

CHEVRON STITCH: Set up fiat web on every
needle for the desired width; knit once across; put
the stitch of each alternate needle upon the next needle
to the right; knit once across and change the loops
one needle to the right; work thus twelve times across,
and then change the loops to the left twelve times,
knitting across each time as before. Suitable for trim-
ming children's garments,sacks, etc. For wider work,

knit more than twelve times across before changing;

for na~rower, less.

LATTICE STITCH: Commence as bt~ore by taking
the stitches from every other needle and putting them
over the next to the left; knit, across once, forming loops;
move the loops to the next needles to the right; knit across
and carry the loops to the left; knit across and carry the
loops to the right, and so on to the length desired.

LACEWORK PATTERN: Raise

every third needle, knit 3 rows, press
all needles down, knit one row, raise
same needles again, and repeat. This
pattern is more effective with every al-
ternate needle OUT of the Cylinder.
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LACE STITCH: Set up the work with either
all the needles in or every other one out, according to
the coarseness of the stitch desired. Lif,t every third
needle out of action; knit three times across or around;
depress the raised needles and knit once across or
round; raise the same needles as before and knit across
or around three times, and so on, raising and depress-
ing needles. This pattern may be varied by knitting
twice instead of three times, or by lifting out of action
each alternate needle, instead of each third needle.

ANGLE STITCH: Knit flat web three
or four rows on twenty needles; lift the stitch
off every other needle and place it upon the
next to the left; then knit one row of stitches
to make new loops on the needles from which
the stitches were taken; knit another row of
stitches; now remove the stitches from the
same needles again, and cast them upon the
needle nex;t on the right, and knit two rows,
and so on the desired length.

ID

STRIPE STITCH: Take out every other needle,
set up and knit across; lift every alternate needle above
the cams, knit twice across; change the bobbin for
another color, put the raised needles down, and lift
those which knit before; knit ,twice across and change
the bobbin; continue to knit in this manner for de-
sired length.

CORD PATTERN: Knit three or four rows plain;
lift the stitches off every other needle and place them on
the next needle on the left, and knit one row of stitches;
lift the new loops formed on the empty needles onto the
next needle on the left, and leave the loops-on their own
needles as well, which will place these loops on the two
needles. Every row of new stitches lift the loop off the
needles first emptied of their loops onto the next needle,
allowing it to remain on its own needle as well.

SPIRAL STITCH: Knit three or four rows plain;
lift the stitches from every other needle and place them
on the next needles to the left and knit one :Jrow of
stitches; remove the new loops 'from the empty needles
every other row of stitches and place them on the next
needles to the left, first to the left, then to the right.
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TIDY STITCH: Set up flat web required width;
knit once across; change the stitch on the second needle
to the third needle, the fourth to the fifth, and so on
across,- moving to the left; knit across, forming loops
over the empty needles: knit back again, forming stitches
with these loops; put the stitch of the second needle over
the first. that of the fourth over the third, moving the
stitches ,to the right, knit across and back as before, change
the stitches to the left, and continue.

BASKET STITCH: Set up for either
circular or flat web the number of needles

) required; knit three or more rows round
and across; stop with yarn carrier at front;
commence at the right and, take out alter-
nate groups of three 'needles and let them
hang upon their own loops inside of cyl-
inder (this will leave three needles in ac-
tion and three out). Knit three rows round
or across; replace the hanging needles;
knit three, rows across; leave the hanging
needles in the cylinder, and take out ,the
other groups of three needles, knit three
rows and continue as above..

INSERTION PATTERN: On twenty
needles flat web knit three or four rows of
stitches plain; lift all the needles except
one out of action; knit four or six times
across on the one needle and hold its
stitches down by hand; now lift this needle
out of action and depress the next one, and
knit four or six rows of stitches on it; tift
it out of action and depress the next, and
so on completely across the web; or when
circular work is desired, all around the
work knit one row of plain stitches and
work in another fancy stitch, or repeat the
same, or knit plain, as desired.

~

TWISTED STITCH: Have every other needle
in; knit across; tift every other needle above the cams;
knit three times across; push the needles down and
knit once aGross plain; take' up the needles that were
down before and knit three times across; put all the
needles down and knit once across plain; lift the needles
previously in work and knit across three times; poro-
ceed thus for the desired length.
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LASSO STITCH: Set up flat web of
required width ~ knit a few rows; commence
at the right and transfer the loop of the sec-
ond needle to the next needle-that is, put
the second needle on the first, the fourth on
the third, and so on; replace the empty nee-
dies; knit two rows to form loops on the
empty needles. Transfer the loop of the sec-
ond needle on the first; the fourth and sixth
on the fifth needle; eighth and tenth on the
ninth needle; continue in this way, transfer-
ring one second loop to the right and one to
the left; knit two rows. Transfer the loops
again, but in the opposite direction-that is, put the second and fourth on the
third needle, the sixth and ei~hth on the seventh needle, and so on; knit two
rows; repeat the transfer of the loops, reversing the direction every time, and
being careful to start each time' on the same needle and knitting for the length
required.

NET OR FILET PATTERN.

Needles in every groove, raise out of action all but five; knit to and fro
five rows, last row backwards; press into action ,the next five needles, knit across
the ten, raise the first five out of action, knit five rows across the remaining five;
press down the next five, knit across the ten, raise the previous five and so on.
Start the second row ,two stitches earlier or later to vary the position of the holes.

BAR AND DIAMOND PATTERN.

Change every alternate stitch to the left, knit across or round, forming loops,
and back, forming stitches on the empty needles, change the stitches formed with
the loop~ to the right. Knit twice across, or round, as before, change to the left,
and so on. iI

HONEYCOMB PATTERN.

Every alternate needle out of cylinder. Raise every second needle and knit
two rows; press down the one lot of needles and the others; knit two rows, and
so on.

SPECIAL LATTICE PATTERN.

Transfer stitch from every alternate needle to the one on the left, knit one
row forming loops, move the loops one needle to the right; knit one row, move
loops to the. left, and so on.

ANother form of lattice pattern is produ~ed by moving the loops alternately
to right and left in the same row, and reversing in the next row. Star,t on the
same needle each time. .

PYRAMID PATTERN.

All needles in cylinder, raise every sixth needle, knit 4 rows; press all needles
down, knit two rows; raise the middle needle of each group in the first section,
knit 4 rows; press all down, knit two rows; and so on.

SPECIAL RIBBED PATTERN

This requires very loose tension. Change every third stitch one needle to the
left, knit one row forming loops, carry each loop over the needle both to its
right and left so that it will then be in front of 3 needles; knit one row forming
loops on the same needles again, carry them to right and left. as before, and continue
This forms an exceedingly neat pattern. '

RIBBON WORK PATTERN.

.Take off clasp ring, knit several rows, take out alternate lots of 3 needles,
tettlng them hang on their stitches inside the cylinder, and thus leaving 2 in and
3 out. Knit 3 rows, put all needles in, knit 3 more rows. and throw out the other
groups of needles in the same way as the first. Continue thus, throwing out. first
one set of needles, and then the other.
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Tyme
MACHINE KNITTING YARNS

'-

To obtain best results in Machine Knitting the yarn should
be carefully selected.

"Olde Tyme" yarns are especially spun for use on the Auto
Knitter. The yarn to be used depends upon the number of
needles in the cylinder. Our machine knitting yarns are spun
in the following weights:

Heavy Recommended for 60 needle cylinder
Medium Recommended for 80 needle cylinder
Fine Recommended for 100 needle cylinder

The various machine yarn shades are furnished in all three
of these weights. Only machine-knitting shades should be
used in socks supplied to The Auto Knitter Hosiery Co.

, No matter what kind of garment you wish to knit, you
will find that our "Olde Tyme" Yarns are admirably suited
to' your purpose.

In softness, uniformity and wearing qualities, "Olde Tyme"
yarns are unsurpassed. Their beautiful texture and evenness
makes them delightful to knit with. Garments made from
them are sure to remain shapely and well-fitting.

The uniform reliability and durability of "Olde Tyme"
yarns comes from the careful selection and grading of the fine
wools from which they are spun.

In buying direct you make a big saving on every purchase.
Just compare our prices and you will see for yourself. And
then there's real satisfaction in dealing with us.' We always
have a wide -,rariety of yarns to select from; ample stocks on
hand at all times; no trouble to match previous purchases; and
deliveries are always promptly made.

1
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Ribbing Attachment 6, 9, 14, .21, 41
Set Up 13
Swift 10

Switch Carn 6, 15,18,41

Take Up Lock .. . .. .. .11, 22
Tappet Plate.. . .. . .. ... "" 3, 6, 7, 15, 18, 34
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Timing Segment 6,36

Upthrow Cams 5, 11, 31, 41

Weights 1, 3, 8, 9,11,18,23,37
Work Hook : 16, 19
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Stitc'hes
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Cylinder Needles
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7 How the Ribber Works (cant)

PART II-LEARNING TO MAKE
SOCKS ON THE AUTO KNITTER

8 Illustrations Showing Threading
of Machine

9 How to Start

10 Bobbin Winding

11 Threading the Machine

12 Setting Up New Work (with
illustrations)

13 Setting Up New Work (cant)
14 How to do Ribbed Work

15 Putting Ribber Needles In Dial
A Variety of Ribbed Stitches

16 Transferring Stitches-Cylinder to
Di'al

1 and 1 Rib

17 Illustration of Machine Set for
1-1 Rib

18 To Form a Selvedge for Ribbed
Work

Dividing Work
The Cuff of a Standard Sock

19 Measuring Work
Transferring Needles-Dial

Cylinder

20 The Leg of a Standard Sock
3 and I Rib

Illustration of Machine Set Upfor 3 and 1 Rib

21 Making Heel and Toe
Heel-First Half
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PRICE LIST OF PARTS

Parts-

Delivery Charges Prepaid.

New Price'l Parts New Price

L

A. Bed Plate $4.50
1. Clamp Screws, (each) .25
2. Yarn Stand Rod Set Screw .15
3. Crank Wheel Stud .75
4. Washer for Crank Wheel .15
5. Screw for Crank \Vheel.. . . . . . . .15

B. Gear Ring .' 2.50
1. Yarn Carrier Screw .15

C. Crank Wheel 2.50
1. Crank Wheel Rivet.. . . . . . . . . . . .25
2. Crank Wheel Hal1\J1e . . . . . . .25

D. Cam Shell , 6.00
. 1. Clasp Ring Holder .25

2. Tension (O'r V) Cani 2.00
3. Tension Screw Spring .25
4. Tension Screw Pin .50
5. Tension Screw Head 1.00
6. Right and Left Upthrow C::ams.

(each) """""""""""
7. Vpthrow Cams """' '"

E. Yarn Carrier Head.. .. . . . . .. ..
1. Yarn Carrier Stem............
2. Yarn Carrier Head Screw......

F. Cylinders """"""'.."""
4y, il1ch 60 slots 7.00
4y, inch 80 slots 10.00
4y,il1ch 100 slots 12.00
4y, inch 120 slots 15.00

1. Cylinder Clasp Ring .50
2. Cylinder Screws (each) .15
3. Dial' Adjuster Lever 1.00
4. Dial Adjuster Lever Screw .15
5. Dial Adjuster Regulator 1.50

. 6. Dial Adjuster Regulator Head .50
G. Ribber Dials """""""""

4y, inch 30 slots 3.50
4y, inch 40 slots 5.00
4y, inch 50 slots 6.00
4y, inch 60 slots 7.50

H. Tappet Plate '3.50
1. Timing Segment .25
2. Timing Segment Screw...' .15
3. Driving Pin """"""""" .25
4. Ribber Tension Thumb Screw.. .50
5. Ribber Tension Cam 1.50
6. Ribber Tension Pointer .15

22 Heel-First Half (cont)
23' Heel-Second Half

I

24 To Knit Foot
PART I-~OW THE AUTO KNIT- Knitting the Toe

fER WORKS 25 Closing the Toe
Finishing Knit Goods

26 Illustration Standard Sock
Mating Socks ..

27 Step-by-St~p Instructions for
Standard Socks

28 Step-by-Step Instructions for
Standard Socks ('cant)

29 Cautions - Knitting Standard
Socks

How to Ship Hosiery

PART IV-MAKING ADJUST-
MENTS

30 Cylinder Tension Adjustmcnt-
Length of Stitch-Tension Cam

31 Upthrow Cams
32 Yarn Carrier

Placing and Removing Needles
. 33 The Dial Adjuster
34 The Tappet Plate
35 Ribber Tension
36 Timing Ribber Needles
37 Heel Spring - Weights - Bob-

bin - Changing Cylinders
Holding Down Work

38 To Put Work on the Machine
without Set Up

39 Picking Up Dropped Cylinder
Stitches

Picking Up Dropped Ribber
Stitches

I

40 Care of the Machine
PART III-STANDARD OLDE Oiling- Needles - Needle Cylin-

TYME SOCKS ders
41 Cautions

PART V-KNITTING FOR HOME
TRADE

42

}
Articles for Home Trade

to I 56
i 57

}60 Fancy Stitches

61 Olde Tyme Yarns
62 Machine Parts Index
63 Illustration of Parts
64 General Index

64
PrillIt'd in Canada.

1.00
.15

1.50
1.25

.15

7. Switch Cam...................
8. Handle or Switch Pin..........
9. Dial Post......................

Needles 12,18 or 36 gauge.....
1. Cylinder (or long) Per dozen..
2. Ribber (or short) Per dozen....

J. RibberArl11...................
1. Height Regulating Screw.......

K. Yarn Stand Rod................
Ribber Arm Set Screw.........

L. Yarn Stand Top...............
1. Yarn Stand Top Set Screw... ..
2. Take Up (or heel) Spring......
3. Take Up (or heel) Spring Screw.
4. Take Up Lock.................

M. Bobbins (each).................

N. Weights and Holders...........
1. Weight Holder (open).........
2. Weight Holder (closed)........

3. Weights (each) .. j"""" .....
O. Buckle ~..............

P. Yarn W1nder Clamp............
1. Yarn Winder Wheel...........
2. Yarn Winder Belt..............
3. Yarn Winder Spindle...........
4. Yam 'Winder Stud Screw.......

5. Yarn Winder Handle Rivet1"'"
6. Yarn \Vinder Handl~ ,.....
7. Yarn Winder Clamp Screw.....

Q. Hose Boards (Men's) each.. . . . .

R. Swift Clamp....................
1. Swift Clamp Shaft..............
2. Swift Arm Holder..............
3. Swift Arm Nut.................
4. 'Swift Arms (each).............
5. Swift Clamp Screws............

S. Set Up Complete...............
T. Hold Down """"""""'"

U. Work I-look """"""".....

V. Heel Hook ' ,..

W. Crescent """"""""""'"

X. Oil Can.......................

Y. Screw Driver ,.......
Instruction Book ..............

2.00
.15

1.00

1.
.60
.60

3.00
\'25

y5
.15

2.00
.15
.25
.15
.20

.50

.30

.30 .

.50

.75

1.00
1.00
.25
.50
.15
.25
.25
.25

.50
1.00
.50
.50
.25
.5IP
.25

1.50
.50
.25
.50
.25
.25
.25

1.00
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